INTRODUCTION {#SEC1}
============

Transcription is the main target of gene regulation. Those genes that undergo tight control can switch transcription on or off in response to regulatory stimuli. Most of this control takes place during the assembly of pre-initiation complexes, but gene transcription can also be regulated during the transition from initiation to productive elongation. The so-called promoter-proximal pausing is in fact a critical regulatory step for many genes in most eukaryotes ([@B1]). In addition to these on/off regulation mechanisms, transcription elongation in gene bodies can be modulated when it becomes a rate-limiting step ([@B2]).

The main limitation to transcription elongation in eukaryotes results from the organisation of the DNA template into chromatin. Nucleosomes have to be evicted or extensively rearranged in order to facilitate RNA polymerase II (RNA pol II) progression ([@B3],[@B4]). This highly dynamic process requires the functional contribution of a set of auxiliary factors that facilitate access to DNA in the chromatin template, modify histones covalently or catalyse the disassembly and reassembly of dynamic nucleosomes. One of these factors is Spt6, which plays an important role in transcription elongation from yeast to humans ([@B5]--[@B10]). Spt6 binds different phosphorylated forms of the RNA pol II C-terminal domain (CTD) through its SH2 domain ([@B11]--[@B13]), promotes H3K36 trimethylation ([@B14]), and acts as a histone chaperone during nucleosome reassembly after the passage of elongating RNA pol II ([@B15]--[@B21]). A contribution of Spt6 to rDNA transcription by RNA pol I has also been described ([@B22]).

In the present work, we screened for new genetic interactions of *SPT6*. Some of them link Spt6 with the genes that promote ribosome biosynthesis. These genes encode trans-acting factors that are required for pre-rRNA processing and/or the loading of ribosomal proteins into mature ribosomal subunits ([@B23],[@B24]). The expression of these ribosome assembly factors is co-regulated with other groups (RNA pol I and II subunits, tRNA factors, translation factors, NTP synthesis) during cell growth and proliferation, which have all together been defined as the RiBi regulon ([@B25],[@B26]). The genes that encode ribosomal proteins (the RP regulon) show higher expression levels than the RiBi regulon, and exhibit some regulatory differences, but are similarly regulated in response to, for instance, nutritional signals ([@B25]).

The transcriptional regulation of all the ribosome-related genes in response to growth-associated stimuli is mediated by the Ras-PKA pathway and the TOR kinase ([@B25],[@B27],[@B28]). On top of all this, RP genes respond to pre-rRNA processing by a direct interaction between the CURI complex, which activates RP transcription together with Rap1 and Fhl1 ([@B29],[@B30]). However, no regulatory connection has been established between pre-RNA processing or ribosomal subunits assembly and the genes that encode the auxiliary factors that facilitate the whole process. We show herein that this regulatory connection exists and involves the differential regulation of specific genes according to their functional role on the ribosome biosynthesis pathway. We also show that this feedback control of ribosome biogenesis involves modulating the transcription elongation of the target genes.

MATERIALS AND METHODS {#SEC2}
=====================

Strains, media and culture reagents {#SEC2-1}
-----------------------------------

All the yeast strains used in this study are described in [Supplementary Table S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. The strains for the transcriptomic analysis of the mutants that affected ribosome biogenesis were derivatives of BY4741. The concentrations of the translation drugs in the growth assays were: Cycloheximide (0.05 μg/ml), Anisomycin (15 μg/ml). Doxycycline (Sigma) was dissolved in distilled water in a concentrated stock and was added at a final concentration of 5 μg/ml. To test growth, yeast cultures were diluted to the an OD~600~ of 0.05 and serial dilutions (1:10) were spotted onto plates. At least three independent experiments were carried out in all cases.

Synthetic lethal screening {#SEC2-2}
--------------------------

Screening was carried out following the plasmid-based strategy described in [Supplementary Figure S1A](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. Sectoring colonies were able to lose the *URA3-ADE3-SPT6* centromeric plasmid present in the strain that carried chromosomal alleles *ura3, ade2, ade3* and *spt6--140*. Consequently, these cells were resistant to 5-fluororotic acid (5-FOA), a drug that requires the Ura3 protein for toxicity. In contrast, the colonies that exhibited only the characteristic red phenotype of *ade2* were unable to lose the plasmid and displayed sensitivity to 5-FOA. This scenario suggests the existence of an additional mutation that conferred lethality in the absence of a wild-type *SPT6* allele ([Supplementary Figure S1B](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Fifty-six candidates were identified from about 292 000 colonies screened in four different mutagenesis experiments. These candidates were tested to exclude the mutations that affected the following: plasmidic *SPT6* allele; integration of the plasmid into a chromosome; presence of a second mutation in the *spt6--140* allele; the polygenic nature of synthetic lethality. They were all backcrossed three times with the original strain to exclude the influence of any secondary mutation on the suppressor phenotype. *SPT4* was cloned by complementation. The other eight complementation groups were transformed with a plasmidic DNA library and were screened for either complementation of their temperature-related phenotypes or restoration of their colony-sectoring ability.

Sucrose gradient centrifugation {#SEC2-3}
-------------------------------

Polysome preparations and analyses were performed as previously described ([@B31]) with an ISCO UA-6 system equipped to continuously monitor absorbance at 254 nm. A representative image of at least two replicates is shown.

Protein extractions and western blot analyses {#SEC2-4}
---------------------------------------------

Total yeast protein extracts were prepared and analysed by Western blotting following standard procedures. The following primary antibodies were used: mouse monoclonal anti-Myc (Santa Cruz Biotechnology), rabbit polyclonal anti-hexokinase (Abcam).

RNA extractions and northern hybridization {#SEC2-5}
------------------------------------------

The RNA extraction and Northern hybridization analyses were carried out according to standard procedures. In all the experiments, RNA was extracted from exponentially growing cells. Equal amounts of total RNA were loaded onto gels. The oligonucleotides used for hybridizations have been previously described ([@B32]). The phosphorimaging analyses were performed in an FLA-5100 imaging system (Fujifilm).

Pulse-chase labeling of pre-rRNA {#SEC2-6}
--------------------------------

Pulse-chase labeling of pre-rRNA was performed as described elsewhere ([@B33]), using 100 μCi of \[5,6--^3^H\]uracil (45--50 Ci/mmol; Perkin Elmer) per 40 OD~600~ units of yeast cells. Cells were first transformed with an empty YCplac33 plasmid (*CEN URA3*) to make them prototrophic for uracil. A representative transformant was grown in liquid SD-Ura medium to the exponential growth phase at 30°C, pulse-labelled for 2 min, and chased for 5, 15, 30 and 60 min with SD medium that cotained an excess cold uracil. Total RNA was extracted by the acid--phenol method. Radioactive incorporation was measured by scintillation counting and ∼20 000 cpm per RNA sample were analysed by electrophoresis on 1.2% agarose--6% formaldehyde gel. RNA then was transferred to a nylon membrane and visualized using a BAS-TR2040 tritium screen (Fujifilm). Signal intensities were measured by a Typhoon 9400 imaging system (GE Healthcare) and the GelQuant.NET software ([biochemlabsolutions.com](http://biochemlabsolutions.com)).

Chromatin immunoprecipitation {#SEC2-7}
-----------------------------

The ChIP experiments were performed as previously described ([@B34]). Immunoprecipitations were performed with magnetic beads (Dynal) using the following antibodies: Myc (Santa Cruz Biotechnology), HA (clone 3F10, Roche) Rpb3 (ab81859; Abcam), H3 (ab1791, Abcam). DNAs were analysed by real-time quantitative PCR with SYBR Green Premix Ex Taq (Takara) in a Light Cycler 480 II (Roche). The amount of IP was represented in relation to input. Primer sequences are available upon request.

Genomic run-on and RPCC {#SEC2-8}
-----------------------

The GRO and RPCC data shown in Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} are stored in the Valencia Yeast database (VYdBase; <http://vydbase.uv.es/>) and in the GEO repository (accession number GSE14060). Detailed protocols for these methods have been previously described ([@B2],[@B35]) and can also be found in the above-mentioned submission. Briefly for GRO, cells were washed twice in 0.5% of N-lauryl sarcosine sodium sulphate (sarkosyl) for permeabilization, chromatin clearance and transcription ternary complexes fixation. *In vivo* transcription was performed for 5 min at 30°C by re-suspending cells in an appropriate transcription buffer in the presence of \[α^33^P\]UTP. Cells were recovered, and the total radioactive UTP *in vivo*-labeled RNA was isolated by standard procedures and used for hybridization. The chromatin immunoprecipitation of RNA pol II (RPCC) was performed with an 8WG16 antibody (Santa Cruz, sc-56767) following standard procedures. Ligation-mediated PCR was used for the DNA amplification of the input and immunoprecipitated samples. The PCR product was used as a template for a radioactive labeling reaction and subsequent array hybridization.

Three biological replicates of the GRO and RPCC experiments were performed. The filters in each replicate were swapped among the different sampling times. Images were quantified by the ArrayVision 7.0 software (Imaging Research, Inc.). The signal intensity for each spot was background subtracted ARM Density (Artefact Removed Median). Only those values that were 1.35-fold higher than the corresponding background were taken as valid measurements. To compare the RPCC data between experiments, the median binding ratios of the 32 rDNA spots were arbitrarily set as a background. Reproducibility of replicates was checked by the ArrayStat software (Imaging Research, Inc.). Normalization between conditions was done by the global median method, as described elsewhere ([@B35]). The ratio between the immunoprecipitate and input in each experiment (or non antibody and input) after normalization was taken as the binding ratio. In order to compare RPCC and GRO, log data were standardized using *z*-scores (subtracting the mean and dividing by the standard deviation), as formerly described ([@B2]).

Measurement of mRNA levels and half-lives {#SEC2-9}
-----------------------------------------

Total RNA was purified by hot phenol-chloroform extraction and was reverse-transcribed to cDNA using M-MLV Reverse Transcriptase (Promega). A relative qPCR was then carried out for all the genes studied against *SCR1*. To determine the mRNA half-lives, we used the transcription shut-off assay, as previously described ([@B36]). Briefly, transcription was stopped by adding thiolutin at 5 μg/ml to log-phase cultures grown in YPD. Then culture samples were taken at different time points by a quick 2-minute centrifugation and the immediate freezing of cell pellets. mRNA levels were then determined and half-lives were estimated by the decay of signal over time.

Microarray gene expression profiling {#SEC2-10}
------------------------------------

The microarray data shown were submitted to the public ArrayExpress microarray database (<http://www.ebi.ac.uk/arrayexpress/>) with accession number E-MTAB-3189, for the initial set of single mutants expression profiling (Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}), and E-MTAB-4574 for the *spt6--140* single and double mutants (Figure [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}), as well as the reprofiled RiBi single mutants. Detailed protocols can also be found in the above-mentioned submission. Yeast growth, RNA isolation, amplification, labeling, hybridization and data analysis were done as described elsewhere ([@B37]), but with the following modifications: the focal point was on genes RP and RiBi instead of on all the genes. Those genes with a very high intensity (proxy for expression levels) were excluded for saturation reasons, as were the genes that did not change significantly (fold change of \>1.5, multiple test-adjusted *P*-value of \<0.01) in at least two of the deletions, which left 56 genes. Of the 59 deletion analysed profiles, 37 had three significantly changing genes or more, or had a major overall effect on the 56 genes in question.

RESULTS {#SEC3}
=======

Ribosome assembly mutants display synthetic interactions with *spt6-140* {#SEC3-1}
------------------------------------------------------------------------

In order to study the functional implications of chromatin dynamics during transcription elongation, we screened for yeast mutations that cause lethality in combination with *spt6--140*, a thermosensitive allele of this chromatin factor that confers minor transcriptional defects at a permissive temperature ([@B38]). Fifteen *bona fide* candidates distributed in nine complementation groups were isolated (details in Materials and Methods, and [Supplementary Figure S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Seven genes have been identified to date; *FUR1, SPT4, BUR2, SPN1/IWS1, PSA1, ARB1* and *DBP6* (Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). *FUR1* has been previously reported to be a common false-positive of the adopted screening strategy ([@B39]). *SPT4, BUR2* and *SPN1/IWS1* encode well-known transcriptional machinery elements. Spt4 is one of the subunits of elongation factor Spt4/Spt5 ([@B9]) that is homologous to metazoan DSIF ([@B40]) and is a well-known synthetic lethal of *SPT6* ([@B41]). Bur2 is the regulatory subunit of Bur1/Bur2 cyclin-kinase ([@B42]), which is involved in the phosphorylation of Spt4-Spt5 and the elongating form of RNA pol II ([@B43]). Spn1/Iws1 interacts physically with Spt6 ([@B44]) and has been described to participate in the regulation of chromatin dynamics at the *CYC1* promoter ([@B45]).

###### Synthetic lethal mutants isolated in the screen

  Complementation group   Growth   Mutated gene         
  ----------------------- -------- -------------- ----- -------------
  ssl1                    \+       \+             \+    *FUR1*
  ssl2                    ssg      ssg            ssg   *ARB1*
  ssl3                    sg       sg             sg    *DBP6*
  ssl4                    sg       sg             --    
  ssl5                    \+       --             \+    
  ssl6                    sg       sg             \-    *BUR2*
  ssl7                    sg       --             ssg   *SPT4*
  ssl8                    \+       \+             \+    *SPN1/IWS1*
  ssl9                    ssg      ssg            sg    *PSA1*

Growth phenotypes are indicated. ***+*** Wild-type growth. *sg* slow growth, *ssg* severe slow growth, *--* lethality. The gene mutated in each complementation group is indicated. Our attempts to identify the genes that corresponded to *ssl4* and *ssl5* were unsuccessful. For numerical details of the screening, please check the Materials and Methods and [Supplementary Figure S1C](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

The above-described genetic interactors of Spt6 were either known or predictable according to the chromatin-related role of Spt6 in RNA pol II-dependent transcription. The other three genes detected in our screening did not encode transcriptional machinery components. *PSA1* encodes the GDP-mannose pyrophosphorylase, an enzyme involved in fungal cell wall biosynthesis ([@B46]), which is particularly important for cell growth and septum formation after mitosis ([@B47]). *DBP6* encodes a putative ATP-dependent RNA helicase of the DEAD-box family that participates in the early 60S ribosomal subunits assembly steps ([@B32],[@B33]). *ARB1* encodes an ABC-type factor involved in several aspects of the biogenesis of both the 40S and 60S ribosomal subunits ([@B48]). Since we found that two genes were involved in ribosome biosynthesis (*DBP6* and *ARB1*), and the latter was isolated in two independent rounds of our screening, we decided to explore this genetic connection.

We firstly checked whether these two genes could play a role in RNA pol II-dependent transcription, as the other synthetic lethal genes do, but we did not find any evidence for this. For instance, we detect no recruitment of Arb1 to transcribed chromatin ([Supplementary Figure S2A](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), no mRNA biogenesis defect (GLAM assay ([@B49])) in the *arb1* mutant ([Supplementary Figure S2B](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), nor any sensitivity to NTP-depleting drugs ([Supplementary Figure S2C](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Instead we found mild resistance, similarly to what we previously described for other mutants that impair ribosome biogenesis ([@B50]).

Then we identified the mutant alleles of *dbp6* and *arb1*. Both carried non-sense mutations (c.605C\>A and c.1215delC, respectively). These new alleles, *dbp6--100* and *arb1--100*, likely caused the partial lack of function of these two essential proteins. To confirm that this was indeed the case, we analysed their impact on ribosome biogenesis. We firstly performed a polysome profile analysis of these mutants in a wild-type *SPT6* background. In agreement with previous reports ([@B33],[@B51]), the *dbp6--100* allele lowered the free 60S/40S ratio and led to half-mer polysomes to accumulate, and thus to a net deficit in the 60S ribosomal subunits (Figure [1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). The analysis of the steady-state levels of the pre- and mature rRNAs species in *dbp6--100* indicated a slight delay in 35S pre-rRNA processing, as revealed by the reduction in pre-rRNAs 32S, 27SA~2~ and 20S, and a significant drop in the levels of both 27SB and 7S pre-rRNAs (Figure [1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}).

![The *spt6--140* synthetic lethal mutations in *DBP6* and *ARB1* affect ribosome biogenesis. (**A**) Polyribosome profiles. Strains were grown in YPD at 30°C and harvested at an OD~600~ of 0.8. Cell extracts were prepared and 10 *A*~260~ of each extract were resolved in 7--50% sucrose gradients. *A*~254~ was continuously measured. Sedimentation is from left to right. The peaks of free 40S and 60S ribosomal subunits, the 80S free couples/monosomes and polysomes, are indicated. (**B**) Northern analysis of the high-molecular-mass (*left*) and low-molecular-mass (*right*) pre-rRNAs and mature rRNAs. Equal total RNA quantities were loaded in gels.](gkx529fig1){#F1}

Depletion of Arb1 has been reported to lead to a deficit of 40S ribosomal subunits ([@B48]); consistently, the polysome profile analysis of *arb1--100* revealed a clear deficit of the 40S ribosomal subunits, as evidenced by an increase in the peak of the free 60S ribosomal subunits (Figure [1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). The Northern analysis showed that the *arb1--100* allele also delayed 35S pre-rRNA processing, but had no impact on the other pre-rRNA precursors (Figure [1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). All these results are fully consistent with the published roles of Dbp6 and Arb1 ([@B33],[@B48],[@B51]).

In addition to *dbp6* and *arb1*, a third gene in our screening seemed to be related to ribosome biogenesis. The thermo-sensitive mutation that defined the ssl5 complementation group, which has so far escaped our identification attempts, also exhibited a deficit of 40S subunits by a polysome profile analysis. This phenotype was enhanced at 37°C ([Supplementary Figure S3A](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). We also found lowered levels of pre-rRNAs 32S, 27SA~2~, 27SB and 20S after transferring the *ssl5* mutant cells at 37°C for 2 h. The aberrant 23S pre-rRNA ([@B31]) was seen to accumulate ([Supplementary Figure S3B](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). These results indicated that the *ssl5* mutant was impaired in ribosome biogenesis, and more specifically in early pre-rRNA processing steps.

In order to check whether this synthetic genetic interaction between *SPT6* and these three genes connected to ribosome biogenesis reflected a general functional link of Spt6 to the factors involved in this process, we combined *spt6--140* and a set of viable deletions of the genes involved in different ribosome assembly steps (*RSA1, MRT4, ZUO1, DBP7* and *ARX1*). Our screening revealed that four of these double mutants exhibited increased thermosensitivity (Figure [2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). A subpopulation of the double *dbp7Δ spt6--140* mutant, which contained a duplication of chromosome VIII, was reproducibly able to grow at restrictive temperatures for *spt6--140* (Figure [2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}), which suggests that the strong synthetic phenotype of *spt6--140 dbp7Δ* can be suppressed by the overexpression of one of the genes, or more, located in chromosome VIII (see below). The polysome profiles of some double mutants were also analysed and confirmed these genetic interactions. The double *arx1Δ spt6--140* mutant merely showed a moderately aggravated polysome profile, which is in line with the mild synergy that the two mutations produced in the thermosensitivity phenotype (Figure [2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"} and [B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). The combination of *mrt4Δ, zuo1*Δ and *dbp7Δ*, with *spt6--140* showed worsened profiles compared with the single counterparts (Figure [2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). One particularly striking case was *zuo1Δ*, which, as a single mutant, showed a mild 60S defect, and exhibited a marked accumulation of the free 60S particles in combination with *spt6--140* (Figure [2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}).

![Spt6 is functionally linked to ribosome biogenesis. (**A**) Growth assay of the double mutants that combined *spt6--140* and five different deletions of the genes involved in ribosome biogenesis. Isogenic wild-type and single mutants are also shown. Serial dilutions of the cultures exponentially grown at 30°C were spotted on YPD plates and incubated for 2 days at the indicated temperatures. (**B**) Polyribosome profiling of *spt6--140*, an isogenic wild type, *mrt4Δ, zuo1Δ* and *dbp7Δ* and the double mutants of these deletions in combination with *spt6--140*. Cells were grown at 30°C. Details are as mentioned in Figure [1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}.](gkx529fig2){#F2}

Taken altogether, the above-described results indicate a broad set of functional connections between *SPT6* and the genes that encode the factors that facilitate ribosome biogenesis.

The functional connection of *SPT6* to ribosome assembly genes is specific and not directly related to rDNA transcription {#SEC3-2}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The functional connection of Spt6 to ribosome biogenesis might be explained through a direct role of Spt6 in rDNA transcription. It has been described that Spt6 binds rDNA and that the thermal inactivation (39°C) of the *spt6--1004* thermosensitive allele almost abolishes rRNA synthesis ([@B22]). Although our screening was done with a different *spt6* allele (*spt6--140*) and under non-restrictive thermal conditions (30°C) we decided to analyse its impact in rRNA synthesis. We performed pulse-chase labeling experiments to investigate this. As a result, we did not detect any deficit in rRNA labeling in *spt6--140*. Similar levels of labelled rRNA precursors were found in the wt and *spt6--140* cells, including 35S pre-rRNA (see Figure [3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, time 0), which indicated no significant defect in overall rDNA transcription. Chase times suggested a minimum delay in 27S maturation to 25S rRNA (Figure [3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). This delay was consistent with the slight accumulation of the 27SA~2~ pre-rRNA that we observed when steady-state levels of pre-rRNAs were analysed by northern hybridization (Figure [3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). In agreement with this very weak processing phenotype, the single *spt6--140* mutant exhibited a rather wild-type polysome profile, with very subtle half-mer polysomes (Figure [2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Therefore, we concluded that the *spt6--140* mutation did not lead to a significant defect in rRNA synthesis at this permissive temperature, and that its synthetic interactions with ribosome biogenesis genes were likely the result of defective ribosome assembly rather than impaired rDNA transcription.

![*spt6--140* shows limited effects on rRNA synthesis. (**A**) Pulse-chase labeling of pre-rRNA in wild-type and isogenic *spt6--140* cells growing at 30°C. Samples were taken at the indicated times. The position of the main pre-rRNAs and mature rRNAs is indicated on the right. (**B**) The high-molecular-mass pre-rRNAs and mature rRNAs of *spt6--140* were compared with its isogenic wild type by northern analysis. Equal total RNA quantities from the cells grown exponentially at 30°C were loaded in gels.](gkx529fig3){#F3}

Next we analyzed if transcription factors that participate in rDNA transcription elongation generated a similar synthetic phenotype than those observed with *spt6--140*. The complex formed by Spt4 and Spt5, which is homologous to the mammalian DSIF factor, plays a role in RNA pol I-dependent transcription and influences the coupling of rDNA transcription to ribosome assembly ([@B52],[@B53]). We constructed double mutants by combining *spt4Δ* with the set of ribosome biogenesis genes that were shown to interact synthetically with *spt6--140*, including the alleles found in the synthetic lethal screening. None of the ribosome biogenesis factors that genetically interacted with *spt6--140* displayed a synthetic phenotype when combined with *spt4Δ*, except for *dbp6--100*, which showed a very mild synthetic enhancement phenotype ([Supplementary Figure S4](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Accordingly to our previous results, the synthetic interaction between *spt6--140* and the ribosome assembly genes are not simply the consequence of interfering with rDNA transcription.

We also investigated if lethality was simply caused by the simultaneous impairment of the two sequential processes that enable protein-coding gene expression: RNA pol II-dependent transcription, which is weakened by *spt6--140*, and mRNA translation, indirectly impaired by the mutation of ribosome assembly factors. We checked the sensitivity of *spt6--140* and the double mutants described above to cycloheximide and anisomycin, two translation-inhibiting drugs. *spt6--140* was resistant to both drugs and did not increase the sensitivity of the other single mutations. With *rsa1Δ* and *dbp7Δ*, the effect of *spt6--140* was even suppressive, since their sensitivity to anisomycin was reduced ([Supplementary Figure S5](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). We concluded that the genetic interaction of *SPT6* to the ribosome biogenesis genes was not just the additive consequences of impaired transcription and translation.

Altogether, these results suggest a specific relationship between *SPT6* and the genes that encode ribosome assembly factors, and situate this functional interaction outside the rDNA transcription context.

Transcription elongation of ribosome-related genes is altered in response to Arb1 depletion {#SEC3-3}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The above results suggest that in addition to the direct presence of Spt6 during rDNA transcription ([@B22]), *SPT6* may favor ribosome assembly by contributing to the function of the genes that encode ribosome assembly factors. Since Spt6 is a well-known chromatin factor during transcription elongation, we wondered whether the malfunction of Spt6 might hinder the correct expression and regulation of ribosome assembly genes. We previously described that the RiBi and RP regulons are specially regulated at the transcription elongation level ([@B2],[@B34],[@B50]). After considering this, we hypothesized that the transcription of the ribosome-related genes would be regulated in response to ribosome biogenesis impairment, and such regulation would be positively influenced by Spt6.

In order to test the first component of this hypothesis, we investigated the transcriptional consequences of ribosome assembly impairment. We set up an experimental system based on the depletion of Arb1. Given the strong transcriptional response of ribosome-related genes to any kind of stress ([@B54],[@B55]), we decided to avoid those depletion systems that involve a sudden growth stop. Instead we placed the *ARB1* gene under the control of a repressible Tet-off promoter. By doing so, we managed to achieve the progressive depletion of Arb1 after switching the promoter off by addition of doxycyclin ([Supplementary Figure S6B](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). As expected, in the presence of sublethal doses of doxycycline, the *TET::ARB1* allele conferred a synthetic growth phenotype in combination with *spt6--140*, which recapitulated the genetic interaction between *ARB1* and *SPT6* ([Supplementary Figure S6A](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In the absence of doxycycline the levels of Arb1 became slightly higher than in the non-engineered wild-type strain ([Supplementary Figure S6B](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, time 0h). So after 4 h of doxycycline, wild-type levels of Arb1 protein, free ribosomal subunits and pre-rRNA precursors were still observed ([Supplementary Figure S6B, D and E](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). After 8h, these levels had significantly lowered ([Supplementary Figure S6B](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) without producing a significant effect on growth yet ([Supplementary Figure S6C](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). At this time, cells started to accumulate free 60S ribosomal subunits ([Supplementary Figure S6D](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) and abnormal levels of 35S pre-rRNA, which were followed by additional rRNA processing alterations at longer times ([Supplementary Figure S6E](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). So, we decided to compare the transcriptional state of the genome in the samples treated with doxycyclin for 4 h (control) and 8 h (Arb1-depleted). We considered that under these mild conditions this system would be optimal for exploring the direct consequences of ribosome biogenesis impairment on genome-wide gene transcription, without the indirect effects produced by growth impairment.

We firstly detected all the RNA pol II forms present in the genes by performing RNA pol II ChIP-on-chip (RPCC). Secondly using the same type of arrays, we detected transcriptionally active RNA polymerases by performing genomic run-on (GRO) assays ([Supplementary Figure S7](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This double strategy provides information about the amount of RNA pol II recruited to genes and the transcriptional activity of these recruited polymerases ([@B2]). As shown in a previous study ([@B2]), the genes that encode ribosomal proteins (RP) displayed very high levels of RNA pol II (RPCC) upon them compared with the rest of the genome, whereas the RiBi regulon genes exhibited intermediate levels (Figure [4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, top panel, Y-axis). These relative levels of RNA pol II did not increase (RP) and only slightly lowered (RiBi) when Arb1 was depleted (Figure [4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, compare the two panels, Y-axes). In contrast, we found an overall increase in the relative levels of transcriptionally active RNA pol II (GRO signals) in the RP and RiBi genes upon Arb1 depletion (Figure [4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, compare the two panels, X-axes). Changes in the RPCC and GRO signals after Arb1 depletion relocated the RP and RiBi genes in relation to the rest of the genome. Under the control conditions, both groups of genes occupied a biased position in the plot as they exhibited lower GRO levels than those expected for their RPCC (Figure [4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, top panel). After Arb1 depletion, both groups, and particularly the RiBi genes, moved to a more central location in the global genome context (Figure [4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, compare the two panels). We previously demonstrated that the RPCC/GRO ratios were indicative of the level of RNA pol II backtracking during transcription elongation ([@B2],[@B34],[@B50]). As a result of backtracking, the 3' end of nascent RNA relocates out of the active site ([@B56]) and impedes backtracked RNA pol II to undergo a run-on reaction ([@B57]). This overall reduction in RNA pol II backtracking indicated that Arb1-depletion had provoked the activation of transcription elongation in ribosome-related genes.

![Arb1 depletion induces transcriptional elongation changes in the ribosome-related genes. (**A**) Comparison made between the standardised total RNA pol II occupancy (RPCC) and transcriptionally active RNA pol II (GRO) values (see the Materials and Methods) during Arb1 depletion. Arb1-depletion experiments were performed under the conditions defined in [Supplementary Figure S6](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} using the *arb1Δ TEToff::ARB1::MYC SPT6* strain. The samples taken before and after effective Arb1 depletion were compared. All the genes (blue), the RP regulon (red) and the RiBi regulon (orange) are indicated. (**B**) Heat map of the RPCC and GRO change during depletion for the RP genes and for the different subgroups present in the RiBi regulon. Fold-change of the z-scores (Arb1-depleted *versus* control) is indicated by the color bar as log~2~ values. Data are from the experiments described in *A* (*arb1Δ SPT6 TEToff::ARB1::MYC* strain) and in [Supplementary Figure S8C](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} (*arb1Δ TEToff::ARB1::MYC spt6--140* strain). Genes were ranked according to the RPCC/GRO ratio variation in *SPT6* to visualize the impact of *spt6--140*.](gkx529fig4){#F4}

In order to check how general this phenomenon was, ribosome-related genes were distributed in functional categories (nucleotide metabolism, ribosome assembly, RNA pol I and III subunits, ribosomal proteins, translation factors and genes related to aminoacyl-tRNA synthesis) and ranked according to their RPCC/GRO ratio after Arb1 depletion. While the GRO signals of most genes in all the subsets increased, we found a more variable tendency in RPCC (Figure [4B](#F4){ref-type="fig"}).

When we focused on those genes directly involved in ribosome assembly (the more restricted RRB regulon defined by Wade *et al.* ([@B26]); see the Discussion) we found that changes in GRO and RPCC were reciprocal. In most of them increased GRO values were in parallel to lower RPCC signals (Figure [4B](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, red bracket). Consequently, their RPCC/GRO ratios predominantly lowered after Arb1 depletion (Figure [4B](#F4){ref-type="fig"}; [Supplementary Figure S8A](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In a few RBB genes with lowered GRO values, RPCC signals stay unchanged or even increased, which resulted in higher RPCC/GRO ratios (Figure [4B](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, green bracket). These reciprocal changes in the RPCC and GRO signals reinforced our conclusion of RNA pol II elongation regulation. Less RNA pol II backtracking should involve a higher proportion of active RNA pol II (higher GRO) and a shorter residence time (lower RPCC), and vice versa. This reciprocal behavior of the GRO and RPCC signals was less evident in the other categories (Figure [4B](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). In fact the overall change in the RPCC/GRO ratios after Arb1 depletion was weaker in the RP regulon than in the RBB genes ([Supplementary Figure S8A-B](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). We concluded that the transcription elongation of RBB genes was particularly responsive to Arb1 depletion.

Spt6 recruitment to ribosome biogenesis genes after Arb1 depletion favours the productive synthesis of stable mRNAs {#SEC3-4}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We also performed RPCC and GRO in *spt6--140* cells upon depletion of Arb1. Under the control condition, we found the same pattern as in the wild type; most ribosome-related genes exhibited more total RNA pol II than expected from their GRO values ([Supplementary Figure S8C](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} left panel). However, upon Arb1 depletion we also detected a global increase in the relative levels of the GRO signals of all the ribosome-related genes, and a drop in the RPCC levels of many RiBi genes (Figure [4B](#F4){ref-type="fig"} and [Supplementary Figure S8C](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Moreover, the RBB genes with decreasing RPCC levels and increasing GRO signals were significantly more abundant in *spt6--140* than in the wild type (Figure [4B](#F4){ref-type="fig"} and [Supplementary Figure S9](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). These results indicate that *spt6--140* does not impair the activation of transcription elongation in the RBB genes provoked by Arb1 depletion, and suggest that Spt6 is not an integral mediator of the feedback mechanism.

Spt6 is a chromatin factor that is recruited to the transcribed genes through its physical interaction with RNA pol II during transcription elongation. To test if Spt6 was recruited to responsive genes upon Arb1 depletion, we analysed five RiBi genes that exhibited an increased GRO signal. We found enhanced Spt6 binding to the gene body of four of them (all except *UTP9*) (Figure [5A](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). This increased binding of Spt6 after Arb1 depletion was consistent with a potential role of this factor in the up-regulated genes after their transcriptional activation. We then analysed the functional consequences of *spt6--140* in the same set of genes by studying histone H3 and RNA pol II occupancy. We found that *spt6--140* significantly decreased H3 occupancy after Arb1 depletion in the same four gene bodies that became enriched in Spt6 binding (Figure [5B](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). No significant impact of *spt6--140* was observed in the occupancy of these genes by RNA pol II after Arb1 depletion (Figure [5C](#F5){ref-type="fig"}), which suggests that histone H3 changes were not due to altered RNA pol II levels. In contrast, we found a significant deficit in the mRNA levels after Arb1 depletion in *spt6--140* in the same four genes (once again, all except *UTP9*) (Figure [6A](#F6){ref-type="fig"}, [Supplementary Figure S10A](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Since the GRO analysis showed no reduced transcription of these genes in *spt6--140*, lack of mRNA induction should be due to unproductive transcription (see the Discussion).

![Spt6 recruitment upon Arb1 depletion prevents histone loss. (**A**) The *arb1Δ TEToff:ARB1:MYC* strain was transformed with an Spt6-HA-expressing centromeric plasmid to measure Spt6 occupancy during Arb1 depletion. The DNA regions located upstream of the transcription start sites and inside the ORFs of various RiBi genes were tested. (B and C) The occupancy of histone H3 (**B**) and RNA pol II-specific subunit Rpb3 (**C**) was measured by ChIP in the *arb1Δ TEToff::ARB1::MYC* strains (that contained either the *SPT6* or the *spt6--140* allele) at the indicated conditions. Both IPs came from the same extracts. ChIP values in relation to input. The *spt6--140/SPT6* ratios are represented for Arb1-depleted and control conditions. The average and standard deviation of three biological replicates are shown. Two-tailed *t*-test; \**P* \< 0.05, \*\**P* \<0.005.](gkx529fig5){#F5}

![Spt6 contributes to the synthesis of stable mRNA of ribosome biogenesis genes upon Arb1 depletion. (**A**) Fold-change of the mRNA levels of the five genes tested in Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"} upon Arb1 depletion, mRNA levels were measured by RT-PCR. (**B**) Fold-change of the mRNA half-lives of the same set of genes, upon Arb1 depletion. The mRNA half-lives were calculated after performing transcription shut-off experiments (see Materials and Methods). All the values represented as a fold over the *SPT6* non-depleted control. The average and standard deviation of three biological replicates are shown. See [Supplementary Figure S10](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for the *spt6--140/SPT6* ratios under the Arb1-depleted and control conditions.](gkx529fig6){#F6}

It has been recently described that ribosome-related genes are co-transcriptionally imprinted in response to transcriptional elongation stress, which provokes increased mRNA translatability and degradation ([@B58]). We wondered whether the observed deficit in the mRNA levels after Arb1 depletion caused by *spt6--140* might result from an alteration of the mRNA half-lives of the target genes. We measured the mRNA stability of the five genes analysed above under the control and Arb1-depleted conditions in *SPT6* and *spt6--140*, by a transcription shut-off assay ([Supplementary Figure S10B](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). A comparison of the mRNA levels and half-lives in the *SPT6* background showed that increased mRNA stability contributed to mRNA induction in response to Arb1-depletion. However, mRNA stabilization alone cannot explain all the mRNA changes detected (Figure [6A](#F6){ref-type="fig"} and [B](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). For instance, increased expression of *RSA4* and *RRP12* was observed in the *SPT6* background upon Arb1-depletion with no parallel change in mRNA half-life (Figure [6A](#F6){ref-type="fig"}--[B](#F6){ref-type="fig"}).

When we focused in *spt6--*140, we detected changes in mRNA stability in the four genes targeted by Spt6 (all except *UTP9* once more; Figure [6B](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). In these genes *spt6--140* caused a significant decreased in mRNA stability under both the control and Arb1-depleted conditions (Figure [6B](#F6){ref-type="fig"}, [Supplementary Figure S10C](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Similarly, although the mRNA half-lives of all four responsive genes increased in *spt6--140* after Arb1-depletion, none was able to reach the induced values observed in the *SPT6* background (Figure [6B](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). Therefore, low mRNA stability is contributing to the limited mRNA levels exhibited by the four responsive genes upon Arb1-depletion in *spt6--140* (compare Figure [6A](#F6){ref-type="fig"} and [B](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). We conclude that the failure of *spt6--140* to properly induce the RiBi genes in response to Arb1-depletion should be a combination of aberrant transcription and reduced mRNA stability.

Altogether, the results shown in Figures [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"} and [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"} indicate that the recruitment of Spt6 during the transcriptional activation provoked by Arb1 depletion contributes to an optimal chromatin dynamics in the target genes and ensures the synthesis of stable mRNAs from them.

The mutational impairment of ribosome biogenesis produces mutant-specific transcriptomic responses {#SEC3-5}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The transcriptional changes of the ribosome-related genes in response to Arb1 depletion suggested the existence of specific regulatory pathways that operated when ribosome biogenesis was impaired. To investigate the validity and extension of this hypothesis, we performed a detailed dissection of the transcriptomes of the ribosome-related genes in response to a wide set of mutants defective in the ribosome biogenesis pathway. We analysed 59 null mutants that lacked global regulators of ribosome biogenesis, structural ribosome components (RP), RNA pol I subunits, and factors involved in pre-rRNA processing and ribosome assembly. We checked the changes in the expression of the RP and the different subsets of the RiBi regulons in all these deletions (see the Materials and Methods). Thirty-seven of the 59 mutants showed changes in three genes or more and were selected for further analyses.

Half the mutants induced the down-regulation of most genes ([Supplementary Figure S11](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, right lanes), while the other half induced a complete or partial up-regulation ([Supplementary Figure S11](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, left lanes). This indicates the existence of more than one alternative transcriptomic response to ribosome assembly impairment. *sfp1Δ* and *sch9Δ*, two slow-growth and small-cell mutants that lack the TORC1-dependent positive regulators of regulons RP and RiBi ([@B25],[@B59]--[@B61]), clustered together and exhibited a general repression of all the ribosome-related genes ([Supplementary Figure S11](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In contrast, the mutant that lacked Hmo1, a high mobility group protein involved in the coordination between RP and rDNA transcription ([@B62],[@B63]), exhibited a general up-regulation ([Supplementary Figure S11](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The transcriptomic patterns of these three regulators were fully expected, according to their well-known roles, and they validated this analysis.

When we examined the hierarchical clustering of the other analysed mutants, deletions of structural ribosomal proteins formed the best-defined cluster ([Supplementary Figure S11](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). These mutants up-regulated a large subset of the genes that encode ribosome assembly factors (RBB genes), without affecting the RP genes themselves ([Supplementary Figure S11](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Four other analysed mutants that clustered together, *rpa14Δ, tom1Δ, utp30Δ* and *rsa1Δ*, showed an even more general up-regulation of the RBB group ([Supplementary Figure S11](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). No clear functional connection has been established among these four mutants, which respectively lacked an RNA pol I subunit, a ubiquitin ligase involved in pre-40S assembly, a 90S-acting factor and a pre-60S factor related to snoRNA stability.

We found that some specific deletions changed the expression of a very specific subset of ribosome assembly factors; e.g., only some exhibited an increased expression in *dbp7Δ*, while the rest were mostly unaffected or repressed ([Supplementary Figure S11](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). These up-regulated genes encode factors that act upon the assembly of large ribosomal subunits, and some maintain a direct functional relation with Dbp7 ([@B32]). A different subset of ribosome assembly factors was up-regulated in *zuo1Δ* ([Supplementary Figure S11](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Other mutations, like *tsr2Δ* and *ltv1Δ*, provoked the induction of RP genes and caused neutral, or even negative, effects on the assembly category ([Supplementary Figure S11](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). These results reveal the existence of regulatory transcriptomic responses to ribosome biogenesis impairment that are highly mutant-specific.

The transcriptomic responses to ribosome biogenesis perturbation uncover an internal regulatory structure within RBB genes {#SEC3-6}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The hierarchical clustering of the gene expression changes caused by the above-mentioned deletions showed that most of the genes directly involved in ribosome assembly (the RRB regulon; see the Discussion) segregated apart from the RP genes ([Supplementary Figure S11](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Save the RNA pol I and III subunits, which were grouped mostly with the assembly factors, the other functional categories present in the RiBi regulon also segregated apart. For instance, most of the genes that encode aminoacyl-tRNA synthetases and nucleotide metabolism enzymes correlated as a group and displayed a clearly different behavior compared to the RBB genes. While the latter were repressed in some mutants and were up-regulated in others, the expression of most nucleotide metabolism, aminoacyl-tRNA synthetases and translation factors was repressed in almost all the tested deletions ([Supplementary Figure S11](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). We detected no independent clustering between the large subunit and the small subunit In the RP genes ([Supplementary Figure S11](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). These results suggest that the large and functionally complex RiBi regulon, originally defined by its co-regulation under nutritional and environmental conditions ([@B25]), is less consistent than the more specific RRB regulon in its response to ribosome assembly impairment.

To further clarify this observation, we repeated the clustering analysis of each RiBi subgroup independently (Figure [7A](#F7){ref-type="fig"}). The differential transcriptomic patterns of the mutants displayed RBB genes in four subclusters (see the vertical gene tree in Figure [7A](#F7){ref-type="fig"}). We analysed the composition of the two subclusters that comprised more than two genes. Subcluster I (Figure [7A](#F7){ref-type="fig"}, in red on the left) was significantly enriched in the factors involved in early ribosome assembly steps (90S factors) or in the factors related to the maturation of the small ribosomal subunit (pre-40S factors) (Figure [7B](#F7){ref-type="fig"} and [Supplementary Figure S12A](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Subcluster II (Figure [7A](#F7){ref-type="fig"}, in blue on the left) was enriched in the factors specifically involved in the assembly and maturation of the large subunit (pre-60S factors) (Figure [7B](#F7){ref-type="fig"} and [Supplementary Figure S12A](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This difference revealed the existence of a regulatory structure within ribosome assembly genes, which was related to their functional roles. The genes in Subcluster II were specifically up-regulated by some deletions (*rrp6Δ, rpl7AΔ, rpl1B*Δ, *zuo1Δ, dbp7Δ* and *rei1Δ*), although their induction patterns were not identical (Figure [7A](#F7){ref-type="fig"}). In contrast, the genes of Subcluster I were negatively affected by these deletions and were never differentially induced from Subcluster II. In those mutants where Subcluster I was up-regulated (as in *rpa14Δ, tom1Δ, rsa1Δ* and *utp30Δ*), the expression of Subcluster II also increased (Figure [7A](#F7){ref-type="fig"}). This suggests the existence of a general control of ribosome assembly factors capable of enhancing the expression of the two subclusters in parallel, and a second switch capable of specifically regulating the genes within Subcluster II, which would mainly cause a specific induction of the factors involved in pre-60S processing. We considered it meaningful that most of the mutations that specifically induced the genes of Subcluster II (*rrp6Δ, rpl7AΔ, rpl1B*Δ, *dbp7Δ* and *rei1Δ*) were linked to the assembly of the 60S subunit. We realised that Subcluster II was enriched in the genes located in chromosome VIII (10 out of 34). This would explain the tendency to duplicate this chromosome shown by *dbp7Δ*, especially in the context of *spt6--140* (see above). However, the enrichment of cluster II in the pre-60S factors persisted after removing the ten chromosome VIII-located genes from the analysis ([Supplementary Figure S12B](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

![The impairment of ribosome biogenesis changes the general expression pattern of the ribosome-related genes. (**A**) Hierarchical clustering of the changes in the mRNA levels upon single gene deletions (top list) on the significantly changing genes in the different functional categories of ribosome-related genes (right). The RRB regulon, split into four subclusters, is represented on the left (Subcluster I in red and Subcluster II in blue). The fold change of the mRNA expression in the mutant versus the corresponding wild type is indicated by the colour bar as log~2~ values. (**B**) Distribution of pre-60S and the combination of the 90S and pre-40S factors between the two main subclusters of RBB genes. (**C**) Venn diagrams showing the balanced (Subcluster I) and biased (Subcluster II) presence of PAC and RRPE elements in the two main subclusters within the RBB group*. P-*values correspond to the Chi-square test.](gkx529fig7){#F7}

Two regulatory sequences have been described as being usually present in the promoter regions of RBB genes: the PAC and RRPE elements ([@B26],[@B64]) bound by transcriptional repressors Dot6 and Tod6, in the former ([@B65]), and by Stb3 in the latter ([@B66]). We analysed the distribution of the PAC and RRPE elements in the genes of Subclusters I and II to find that the RRPE element was less frequently present in Subcluster II than in I (Figure [7C](#F7){ref-type="fig"}). This bias was also conserved after removing the chromosome VIII-located genes from Subcluster II ([Supplementary Figure S12C](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In contrast, the RRPE element was not significantly less abundant in the genes that encoded pre-60S-specific factors than in those involved in 90S and pre-40S maturation ([Supplementary Figure S12D](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This suggests that the lower frequency of the RRPE elements in Subcluster II is not the indirect result of the enrichment of this subcluster in the pre-60S factors. In Subcluster II, the RRPE elements were particularly scarce in those genes located in the bottom half ([Supplementary Figure S12A](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Interestingly, these genes were most frequently up-regulated by the tested deletion (Figure [7A](#F7){ref-type="fig"}). We concluded that an internal regulatory structure exists in the group of genes that encoded ribosome assembly factors, which is related to the function of each gene in the assembly process. This regulation would consist in several components: a general control of all the assembly factors, including the 90S, pre-40S and pre-60S factors, and additional mechanisms that control specific subsets of genes, especially one that is enriched in the genes that lacked RRPE elements and preferentially encoded pre-60S factors.

*spt6-140* impairs the feedback up-regulation of ribosome assembly genes {#SEC3-7}
------------------------------------------------------------------------

We showed above that *spt6--140* did not interfere with the transcriptional activation provoked by the depletion of Arb1 (Figure [4B](#F4){ref-type="fig"}), although it destabilized the chromatin of some activated ribosome assembly genes and impaired the productive biosynthesis of stable mRNAs from them (Figures [5C](#F5){ref-type="fig"} and [6A](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). We also demonstrated that other mutational perturbations often caused a feedback up-regulation of the mRNA levels of the RBB genes (Figure [7A](#F7){ref-type="fig"}). In order to clarify how extensive the contribution of Spt6 was to the feedback regulation of ribosome biogenesis, we analysed the mRNA transcriptome of *spt6--140*. We found that this mutant has mild overall effects on the mRNA levels of some genes related to mating, cell wall, oxidative stress and chemical stimuli. This was consistent with the known phenotypes of *spt6* mutants, like loss of invasive growth and increased heat sensitivity ([@B67],[@B68]). This transcriptomic pattern, compared to the database of chromatin-related mutants ([@B69]), grouped *spt6--140* together with *bre1Δ, rtf1Δ, lge1Δ, bur2Δ, ctr9Δ, paf1Δ* and *rad6Δ*, which are all related to transcription elongation and co-transcriptional histone modification ([@B70]) ([Supplementary Figure S13](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

We then analysed the effect of *spt6--140* on the transcriptomic profiles generated by four representative mutants (Figure [8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}). We showed above that *rsa1Δ* produced a general increase in the expression of the RBB genes (Figures [7A](#F7){ref-type="fig"} and [8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}). This up-regulation was completely abolished by *spt6--140*. The double mutant exhibited almost the same profile as the single *spt6--140*, which had a mild negative effect on the expression of all the ribosome-related genes (Figure [8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}, first panel). The difference (dif) between the transcriptomic pattern of the double mutant (double) and the expected additive combination of the two single mutants suggested a very strong epistasis of *spt6--140* over *rsa1Δ* (Figure [8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}, first panel).

![*spt6--140* modifies the transcriptomic profiles of ribosome assembly mutants. Heat maps of the changes in the mRNA levels in *spt6--140*, ribosome biogenesis mutants and double mutants are shown. The difference between the observed changes in the double mutant (with respect to the wild type) and the additive combination of the single mutants (*diff*) is also presented. Fold change of the mRNA expression in the mutant *versus* the corresponding wild type is indicated by the color bar as log~2~ values. Genes are grouped by functional categories and are ordered by the relative expression changes upon the ribosome biogenesis mutant. An asterisk (\*) in the two strains that contain *dbp7Δ* signifies chromosome VIII duplication due to the marked tendency of these strains to accumulate this chromosome anomaly. The chromosome VIII duplication effect was removed from the *diff* column as it is present in both the *dbp7Δ* and *spt6--140 dbp7Δ* strains.](gkx529fig8){#F8}

The epistasis of *spt6--140* over *dbp7Δ* and *mrt4Δ* was also clear but, in this case, the double mutants retained some induced expression of those RBB genes which markedly up-regulated in the single deletions (Figure [8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}, third and fourth panels). This epistasis is consistent with the enhancement of the polysome profile defects of the single *dbp7Δ* and *mrt4Δ* deletions when combined with *spt6--140* (Figure [3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). With *zuo1Δ*, the profile of the double mutant was more additive than epistatic (Figure [8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}, second panel). This is consistent with the drastic change in the polysome profile observed from the single *zuo1Δ* mutant to the double *spt6--140 zuo1Δ* (Figure [3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}).

These relevant effects of *spt6--140* on the transcriptomic phenotype of the four tested mutants indicate a substantial contribution of Spt6 to ribosome biogenesis regulation, especially in those cases that involve enhanced expression. In combination with the Arb1-depletion experiments shown above, these results also suggest that regulation of transcription elongation and its associated chromatin dynamics are relevant for the feedback control of ribosome biogenesis.

DISCUSSION {#SEC4}
==========

Screening synthetic lethal mutations for *spt6--140* allowed us to dissect the network of the functional relationships of *SPT6* within the yeast genome. A subset of the identified genes confirmed the cooperation of Spt6 with two other transcriptional machinery elements, which have already been described: Spt4-Spt5/DSIF and Spn1/Iws1. In both cases, the physical and genetic interactions with Spt6 have been previously reported ([@B41],[@B44],[@B71],[@B72]). We also found Bur2, one of the BUR kinase components involved in the recruitment of Spt6 to RNA pol II CTD upon transcription initiation ([@B73]). This functional relationship between *SPT6* and *BUR2* was also confirmed by the comparison of the *spt6--140* and *bur2Δ* transcriptomes and their highest overall correlation ([Supplementary Figure S13](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The fact that these genes appeared throughout our genetic screening was a quality sign.

The genetic interactions between non-essential cell components have been extensively mapped ([@B74],[@B75]). However, *SPT6* have not been systematically analysed. Hence some relevant aspects of its functional role may remain unknown. The unexpected isolation of four synthetic mutants with clear defects in ribosome biogenesis is a good example. Four additional deletions in different ribosome assembly factors also exhibited synthetic phenotypes when combined with *spt6--140* (Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). All these data indicate a functional connection between Spt6 and ribosome biogenesis. Spt6 has been shown to bind rDNA and its thermal inactivation provokes the severe inhibition of rRNA synthesis ([@B22]). Two-hybrid evidence has also suggested a direct contact between Spt6 and RNA pol I ([@B76]). According to thse reports, our results might be explained as an indirect result of the contribution of Spt6 to rDNA transcription. However, we did not find any evidence for suboptimal rRNA transcription in *spt6--140* at 30°C, which was the permissive temperature that we used for our screening and the subsequent genetic interaction analyses (Figure [3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}), nor did the rDNA transcription factor Spt4/Spt5 show the extensive set of synthetic interactions with the ribosome assembly factors that we detected for Spt6 ([Supplementary Figure S4](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Moreover, the subtle variation in the levels of the rRNA precursors shown by *spt6--140* seems the consequence of the posttranscriptional defects that are usually associated with the impairment of the assembly process (e.g. ([@B51])). We think that all these results indicate that, in addition to its proposed function in rDNA transcription, Spt6 must contributes to ribosome assembly in a second manner, likely related to its role in the RNA pol II-dependent transcription context.

Feedback regulation in the ribosome assembly gene network {#SEC4-1}
---------------------------------------------------------

It has been extensively demonstrated that Spt6 facilitates chromatin dynamics during transcription by RNA pol II ([@B6],[@B7],[@B9],[@B73]). Therefore, in order to find an alternative scenario for a contribution of Spt6 to ribosome biogenesis we focused on those genes protein-coding genes that are directly related to ribosome biogenesis. We hypothesised that Spt6 would play a role in the context of RiBi gene regulation. This role would be particularly important according to the regulatory changes in RiBi expression that the malfunction of the ribosome assembly process might cause. This hypothesis assumed that Spt6 played an important function in the regulated expression of RiBi genes, but did not necessarily involve the role of Spt6 as a mediator of the regulatory signal itself (see later).

Two independent sets of experiments confirmed that RiBi genes undergo extensive regulation upon ribosome biogenesis impairment. In the first one we found that the depletion of an essential ribosome assembly factor, Arb1, under the experimental conditions that did not affect growth, provoked the transcriptional activation of ribosome-related genes (Figure [4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"}--[B](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). In a second set of experiments we measured the transcriptomic pattern of 59 viable deletion mutants, defective for the ribosome biogenesis pathway. Thirty-seven of these deletions exhibited a substantial alteration in the mRNA levels of the ribosome-related genes, and this alteration in half of them involved an up-regulated expression (Figure [7A](#F7){ref-type="fig"}). In these two different experimental systems we found that the production of increased mRNA levels by the up-regulated RiBi genes was significantly interfered with, and in some cases abolished, by *spt6--140* (Figures [6A](#F6){ref-type="fig"} and [8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}).

When we compared the transcriptomic patterns of all the analysed mutants we found considerable heterogeneity within the RiBi genes. This variance led to a segregated clustering of the different groups present in this large regulon, which encompasses nucleotide synthesis enzymes, RNA polymerase I and III subunits, and the factors involved in translation, tRNA metabolism and ribosome assembly ([Supplementary Figure S11](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This complex group of genes displays a homogeneous regulation under nutritional and environmental conditions ([@B25]), but is less distinguishable in response to ribosome assembly perturbation. In the present work, the transcriptomic patterns of those genes specifically devoted to ribosome assembly (the RRB regulon defined by ([@B26])) provided more useful information. For instance, the RBB and RP genes displayed reciprocal patterns in several analyzed mutants (compare, e.g. *rsa1Δ* and *tsr2Δ* in Figure [7A](#F7){ref-type="fig"}), while the other RiBi subgroups were never differentially up-regulated.

This independent regulation of RP and RRB in response to specific alterations of ribosome assembly is consistent with their different promoter architecture and the distinct sets of transcription factors that drive their expression ([@B77]). Most RP genes are controlled by Rap1, Fhl1, Ifh1 and Hmo1 ([@B30],[@B78],[@B79]). In contrast, RRB genes are driven mostly by Stb3, which recognises the RRPE motif ([@B66]), and also by Dot6 and Tod6, which bind the PAC sequence element ([@B80]). These different constellations of transcription factors involve substantial differences in the mechanisms that regulate the transcription of RP and RRB. For example, both regulons share some important chromatin marks, like H3K4 methylation, when they respond to oxidative stress but differ for others, e.g. histone deacetylation ([@B81]).

Taken altogether, our transcriptomic results suggest a model in which the genes that encode the RP and ribosome assembly factors could respond independently to ribosome biogenesis impairment ([Supplementary Figure S14](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The regulation of the RP regulon in response to ribosome biogenesis is mediated by transcription factor Ifh1 and its capacity to physically interact with some rRNA processing factors in the CURI complex ([@B29]). RRB genes also responded globally to some mutational perturbations, as in *rpa14Δ, tom1Δ, rsa1Δ* and *utp30Δ* (Figure [7A](#F7){ref-type="fig"}). Since Ifh1 does not drive the transcription of RRB genes, another mechanism, independent of the CURI complex, should support this feedback control. How this regulation occurs is still unclear and requires the further dissection of global regulators, including those that bind to PAC and RRPE elements.

This global control of RRB genes would co-exist with specific regulations of more restricted subsets of assembly genes, as in *dbp7Δ* (Figure [7A](#F7){ref-type="fig"}). In these situations, the control of a set of assembly genes, enriched in pre-60S factors, would uncouple from a second group composed preferentially of 90S and pre-40S factors ([Supplementary Figure S14](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The clustering analysis helped us to visualise this phenomenon (Figure [7A](#F7){ref-type="fig"} and [B](#F7){ref-type="fig"}). The differential presence of the RRPE elements in these two groups of genes might facilitate this uncoupling (Figure [7C](#F7){ref-type="fig"}). Presence of additional regulatory motifs in the promoter regions of some RRB genes could also contribute to the differential regulation of more restricted gene subsets ([@B77]).

Control of transcription elongation in the ribosome assembly gene network {#SEC4-2}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

The use of a carefully controlled Arb1-depletion system allowed us to show the marked alteration of transcription elongation that the RRB genes underwent as soon as ribosome assembly was impaired (Figure [4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"} and [B](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). In most RRB genes these changes involved increased transcriptional activity, measured by transcriptional run-on, with no simultaneous increase in the amount of RNA pol II present (Figure [4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). This phenomenon suggests reduced RNA pol II backtracking frequency. These results not only confirmed our previous reports about the regulation of ribosome-related genes at the transcription elongation level ([@B2],[@B34],[@B50]), but also reinforced RNA pol II backtracking as a physiologically regulated process (reviewed in ([@B57])). While transcription initiation regulation is the simplest way to switch a gene expression on or off, it is conceivable that backtracking provides a mechanism to fine-tune ribosome biogenesis, a phenomenon that requires the accurate stoichiometry of structural components and the coordinated action of a large number of assembly factors.

At constant initiation rates, decreased backtracking predicts lower RNA pol II occupancy. This is what we observed as a general tendency in the subgroup of RRB genes (Figure [4B](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). However, in both this subgroup and other ribosome-related genes, we found genes with increased GRO signals and no significant change in RNA pol II occupancy (Figure [4B](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). This indicates that the observed transcription up-regulation also involves an increase in initiation rates to some extent.

The feedback control of the RRB genes was severely interfered with by *spt6--140* (Figure [8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}). This defective regulation might be an indirect result of the proposed participation of Spt6 in rRNA transcription by RNA pol I ([@B22]). However, we detected the recruitment of Spt6 to the bodies of the up-regulated ribosome assembly genes, and a correlation between this recruitment and its positive effect at the mRNA level (Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). These results support a direct role of Spt6 in the expression of ribosome-assembly genes. Moreover, the regulation of ribosome assembly genes at the transcription elongation level well matches the known function of Spt6, which has been physically and functionally linked to this specific RNA pol II-dependent transcription step in several biological systems ([@B6]--[@B10],[@B73]).

This positive contribution of Spt6 to the regulation of RRB genes does not involve a role of this factor as a direct mediator of the regulatory signal. Spt6 did not seem to mediate the transcriptional up-regulation of ribosome assembly genes since *spt6--140* did not negatively interfere with this activation (Figure [4B](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). Instead Spt6 was recruited to the transcriptionally activated genes, where it acted locally to maintain its chromatin state (Figure [5C](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). These results support a chromatin-preserving role of Spt6 during the transcriptional up-regulation of RRB genes. The specific genetic interactions of *spt6--140* with ribosome assembly mutants, not shared by *spt4Δ* (Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} and [Supplementary Figure S4](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) also support this chromatin connection. Both Spt6 and DSIF (Spt4/Spt5) have a comparable link to RNA pol II-dependent transcription elongation ([@B8],[@B9]). Unlike DSIF, which directly acts on the elongating form of RNA pol II ([@B82]), Spt6 operates in the chromatin transactions that take place during transcription elongation to favour nucleosome reassembly and to maintain the proper co-transcriptional dynamics of chromatin ([@B13]--[@B18],[@B83],[@B84]).

In our model, the feedback up-regulation of the RRB genes would involve the transition between a scenario dominated by backtracked RNA polymerases to a different one dominated by actively elongating enzymes ([Supplementary Figure S15](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This regulatory transition would be coupled to a parallel change in the dynamics of transcribed chromatin, where Spt6 would favour the maintenance of transcribed nucleosomes and would, therefore, prevent aberrant histone eviction. The malfunction of Spt6 during transcription elongation provokes these chromatin disorders, which are detrimental for the production of functional mRNAs, but do not impair transcription itself ([@B85]). This chromatin-preserving function of Spt6 during transcription elongation would be most relevant for completing the correct up-regulation of RRB genes by allowing the increased synthesis of their mRNAs. In *spt6--140*, those genes that are transcriptionally activated would fail to preserve chromatin and, therefore, to sustain enhanced mRNA production ([Supplementary Figure S15](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Aberrant and prematurely terminated transcripts are likely degraded by nuclear RNA decay machinery, which has been shown to be efficiently recruited to ribosome-related genes ([@B86]). This model is consistent with the effect of *spt6--140* on the transcriptomic patterns of the analysed ribosome assembly mutants, where those mRNAs that became induced by the single deletion failed to be expressed or remained only partially induced in the double mutants (Figure [8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}).

Alterations to mRNA levels result from changes in gene transcription, mRNA stability or both ([@B87]). In addition to the aforementioned chromatin effect, *spt6--140* provoked a decrease in mRNA stability in the analysed target genes, which helped explain their poor response to Arb1 depletion at the mRNA level (Figure [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). This influence of Spt6 on mRNA stability can be understood in the context of the different forms of transcription/mRNA decay crosstalk that have been described (Reviewed in ([@B88]), including the co-transcriptional imprinting of ribosome-related mRNAs for their cytoplasmic fate ([@B58]). Other factors that cotranscriptionally bind RNA pol II, like the Paf1 factor, has been shown to influence mRNA fate in addition to foster transcription elongation ([@B89]). Moreover, direct mechanistic links between Spt6 and post-transcriptional mRNA phenomena (mRNA splicing and export) have been described in mammalian cells ([@B12],[@B90]). In our model, in spite of non-directly mediating the transcriptional activation of RRB genes, Spt6 would favour that the up-regulated genes actually produce enhanced levels of properly stable mRNAs.

The results discussed above enable us to conclude that the ribosome assembly network requires feedback regulation to ensure the accurate expression of all its components, and that this feedback involves a fine control of transcription elongation and the co-transcriptional events that lead to the synthesis of stable mRNAs.
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